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Migration Frontier of Filipino Women: Ethnic Relations of Filipina Domestic Helpers with Chinese Employers in Hong Kong

Erino Ozeki*

Introduction

Migration of one ethnic group, in any form, often entails an encounter with another and thus creates a new ethnic relationship. It is also true in the case of the Philippines and its adjoining area, and ethnic relations there have often been encouraged and forged by migration in the course of history. One example of this is the successive migration of Christian ethnic groups from the north to the south of the country, where the majority were Muslims, beginning in the late nineteenth century under the Spanish regime [Che Man 1990: 23]. Another example concerns the ethnic relations of the Bajau Laut, the permanently boat-dwelling fishing groups, with the other Sama-speaking peoples ashore in nineteenth-century Semporna [Sather 1984]. In the former case, the migration of Christian Filipinos encouraged their encounter with the Muslim counterparts and led to their present-day ethnic conflict based on religious difference. Migration does not always lead to conflict between the ethnic groups involved, and in the latter case, the Bajaus developed symbiotic patron-client relationships with the shore-dwelling groups in the trade and exchange domain of their nomadic life by placing themselves under the protection of powerful leaders in their anchorage sites [ibid.: 13-15].

These two cases may represent the two typical forms of ethnic relations following migration: the former, conflict; the latter, symbiosis. In most cases, ethnic relations take various forms between these two extremes; and it depends on the particular situation, conditions, and power-relations of ethnic groups where they find equilibrium. In this light, here in this paper, I aim to examine how actual ethnic relations can be balanced between the two poles of conflict and symbiosis by focusing on the emergent relationships based on case studies. For this purpose, I take up the cases of recent Filipina migration as domestic helpers to Hong Kong and illustrate the types of ethnic relations they develop with Chinese employers. I would especially like to explain how they tend

---

* 小瀬木えりの，Research Fellow of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Kyoto University
1) On the history of Christian-Muslim relations in the Philippines, see, for example, Bauzon [1991], Che Man [1990], Gowing [1988] and Majul [1973].
2) The following discussions on their ethnic relations are mainly based on the author’s observations during the fieldwork in Hong Kong in July-August of 1992, 1993, and August-September of 1995. During the first fieldwork in 1992, I randomly interviewed Filipina migrants particularly in their casual gatherings in public
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to attain balanced relationships in the course of mutual adjustment as well as the form and characteristic of them by showing the conditions under which the two ethnic groups interact in a particular situation, and would also like to consider the effect of their emergent relationships on their migration in turn.

Filipina Migration to Hong Kong

The Filipina migration to Hong Kong began in the mid-1970s. It started with the hiring of approximately one thousand Filipinas by expatriates in Hong Kong [French 1986: 85]. The Filipinos' pre-eminent English ability among Asians is considered to have encouraged their employment by expatriate families who needed domestic helpers. The demand for Filipina domestic helpers later spread to the majority group, the Chinese, during the economic boom of Hong Kong as one of the New Industrial Economies in Asia in the 1980s. Since then, this demand for them has continued to grow among the Hong Kong Chinese at an increasing rate every year (see Table 1).

Table 1 Number of Filipina Domestic Helpers, by Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,097</td>
<td>1,684</td>
<td>2,916</td>
<td>5,405</td>
<td>8,242</td>
<td>11,759</td>
<td>17,759</td>
<td>20,120</td>
<td>24,716</td>
<td>22,989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24,955</td>
<td>27,029</td>
<td>34,433</td>
<td>41,700</td>
<td>52,863</td>
<td>63,643</td>
<td>75,670</td>
<td>89,140</td>
<td>105,408</td>
<td>121,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Hong Kong Immigration Department

Thus, it was not until the demand for domestic helpers became common among the local Chinese that Hong Kong actually developed into an established destination for Filipina migrants seeking employment as domestic helpers. The practice of employing domestic helpers indeed
existed in the British colonies in Asia from the nineteenth to early twentieth century, but it was limited to wealthy families in the colonial social strata, and it was not common for the ordinary middle-class Chinese to have a helper at home until the 1980s. The development of demand for domestic helpers among the middle-class Chinese is considered to be an effect of socioeconomic change in Hong Kong during the economic boom. One aspect of such change is the increased participation of women in the labor force in the local economy. Partially as a result of this, traditional women's roles have been affected and many domestic helpers are needed to substitute for Chinese women in their roles of house-keeper or care-taker of children or old parents.

This demand was met by foreign migrant workers from the developing countries in Asia, such as Filipinos, Thais, and Indonesians, who agreed to work for the minimum wage in the Hong Kong labor market. Among others, Filipinas have quickly become the major force to meet this demand for helpers. In fact, they almost monopolize this job niche, representing more than 90% of the total population of foreign domestic workers. One apparent reason for this virtual monopoly is that the Philippines has more migrant candidates than the other Southeast Asian countries; but the other important reason from the perspective of Chinese employers is the Filipinas' higher English ability and adaptability to work in the urban environment, based on their generally higher educational background compared with other nationals. Although I cannot present any statistical data concerning the educational background of Indonesian helpers, the educational attainment of Thai helpers can be compared with that of Filipinos according to the survey report on foreign domestic helpers in Hong Kong conducted by the Asian Migrant Workers Centre [AMWC 1991]. Of the 321 Thai respondents, the vast majority (50.8%) have only primary level education, 26.2% secondary, 20.6% tertiary level, and no degree-holders are reported; while among the 1,720 Filipinos, only 1% have primary level education, 32.6% secondary, 31.7% tertiary, and as many as 28.7% are degree-holders [ibid.: 15]. For communication with their employers, almost all Filipinos (98.7%) speak English; but only 29.3% of Thais are reported to communicate in English, while as many as 48.2% of them are more fluent in Cantonese, the local Chinese dialect [ibid.: 19]. The relative linguistic similarity between Cantonese and Thai is considered to be the reason why most Thais gain command of the local language. However, despite the well-known fact that Thais are generally more fluent in Cantonese, Filipino helpers are more popular than Thai helpers among the local Chinese employers.

3) For historical information on domestic helpers in British colonies in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, see Gaw [1988].

4) On the changing patterns of gender roles and household structure in the past few decades in Hong Kong, see, for example, Lee [1992]. Lee indicates the increased overall participation of women in the labor force based on the data from population census statistics in Hong Kong, that is, from 43.6% in 1976 to 51.2% in 1986 [ibid.: 2]. However, the actual rate is probably more than the statistics show, because not a few people are trying to conceal their wives' income in order to evade taxation. I also do not agree with his remarks based on his research that, even today, people rarely tend to purchase such services as domestic help or baby-sitting from the market and rather depend on their traditional kin networks for such assistance [ibid.: 29]; if that were the case, it would not be possible to explain the rapidly increasing demand for foreign domestic helpers as is indicated in the number of Filipina migrants in Hong Kong.

5) According to the survey report by the Asian Migrant Workers Centre, as of April 1991, Filipinos constitute 90.2% of the total registered population of foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong [AMWC 1991: 9], and, basically, this rate does not seem to have changed since then.
The reason for this is probably the high evaluation of English ability in Hong Kong society. As a center of international trade and finance-related business in Asia, English language ability is a crucial factor, together with educational attainment, in determining one's occupational status and potential for upward mobility for local Chinese. Thus, Chinese employers, most of who belong to the middle to upper class in the Hong Kong social strata, often have no problem in communication in English with their foreign domestic helpers and do not particularly need to choose helpers fluent in their first language. In addition, among middle-class parents, the English education of children at an earlier stage is becoming a considerable concern these days, and those who need domestic helpers mainly as baby-sitters for their children often prefer Filipinos, considering that their children can learn to speak English in their daily conversation with a helper from the earliest stage of their life. For employers and prospective employers who can hardly speak English, there are many practical English schools with a specific purpose of teaching the necessary expressions for giving directions to foreign domestic helpers. The fact that these schools are becoming popular suggests that Filipinos are more often chosen than other Asian helpers even among Chinese who cannot speak much English.

The Filipina migration to Hong Kong is part of a massive labor out-migration from the Philippines that began in the mid-1970s. The Philippine government initiated an overseas employment program for its nationals in 1974 in order to redress the imbalance of international payments and to deal with the unemployment problem in the domestic economy. This program was introduced only as a temporary measure, to be phased out as the national economy gradually recovered. However, the depressed national economy failed to generate the expected reversal of unemployment or underemployment in the domestic market, and international labor migration became a widely accepted survival strategy for Filipino families all over the country. In fact, international migration has now grown to be a self-expanding socioeconomic system in the Philippines to the extent that it is difficult even for the government to exercise effective control over the outflow of population.

Since the late 1970s, Filipinos, both men and women, legally or illegally, have found various job niches in Asia, the Pacific, the Middle East, Europe, North America, and even in some countries in Africa. As the demand for overseas work has increased, private agencies which mediate between the Filipino job seekers and foreign employers have also proliferated, channeling the work force to the many countries of destination. Their occupational status has grown in variety from the professional or skilled worker such as nurse or engineer to the unskilled worker like construction laborer or domestic helper [Philippines, DLE 1995]. Currently, about 4.2 million Filipinos are considered to be engaged in some form of migrant work in more than 130 countries abroad, accounting for 6 to 7% of the national population of about 66.89 million. In other words, it is estimated that there is

---

6) About the practice of hiring Filipina helpers as baby-sitters, I will explain more precisely later.
7) For a brief history of recent development of Filipino migrants, see Carino [1992: 6]; from the perspective of national policy on overseas employment, see Asis [1992: 70–77]. As studies focusing on the household strategy and Filipino migration in general, see, for example, Findley [1987], Root [1987] and Trager [1988].
8) It is difficult to know the precise number of Filipino migrant workers abroad since many of them are undocumented, including illegal migrants. I can only present the estimated number of 4.2 millions cited in
at least one migrant worker in every seven households who probably supports several other members of the extended family. In this situation, domestic work has become one of the easiest and most preferred jobs among women, and Filipinas have found Hong Kong relatively attractive in terms of salary and working conditions compared to other destinations, especially recently, as they have become more aware of the possible trouble awaiting foreign domestic helpers in other countries in Asia.9)

Ethnic Relations between the Chinese and Filipinos

After almost two decades since Filipina migration to Hong Kong began, the Filipinos have quickly grown to be the second largest ethnic group next to the host Chinese. As of June 1995, the total Filipino population of 137,000 accounts for one third of entire foreign community of 415,000, and represents about 2.2% of the 6,189,800 total population in Hong Kong (Statistics by Hong Kong Immigration Department). As their number has grown, their relationship with the Chinese also seems to have grown stable. The ethnic relationship of a migrant group with their host community is deeply affected by their socioeconomic status in the host society, since it determines their general image in the eyes of the majority group. In the case of the Filipina migrants in Hong Kong, their socioeconomic status is largely conditioned by the legal regulations on their jobs and visa status as well as the actual demand for the Filipino work force in the Hong Kong labor market.

The legal status of Filipina migrants is mainly determined by the Standard Employment Contract, which roughly stipulates the terms for the employment of foreign domestic workers. According to this, domestic helpers normally stay with and work for their employers on a two-year contract, which can be extended every two years with the agreement of both parties; and they are entitled to at least one day off every week as well as public holidays in Hong Kong. They also have

9) The execution of a Filipina helper, Flor Contemplacion, on the allegedly false charge of double murder of another Filipina helper and her 4-year-old ward in Singapore on March 17, 1995 was a profound shock for all Filipinos. Similarly, the case of a 16-year-old Filipina helper, Sarah Balabagan, gave a sharp warning to many prospective Filipino migrants seeking jobs abroad. She was sentenced to death on September 16, 1995 in the United Arab Emirates for the killing of her 85-year-old employer, allegedly in self-defense, who, she claimed, had raped her at knife-point. Although her death sentence was later commuted to one year's imprisonment with 100 lashes and US$ 41,000 blood money, this incident strongly impressed on Filipinos the possible danger of working in an Asian country with a different culture and a particularly strict penal code.
the right to paid leave for up to a week once a year. Employers are obliged to pay the negotiated amount of salary, which is usually determined in accordance with the official minimum wage, and supply their domestic helpers with free meals and private sleeping quarters.

The other legal regulations which affect the Filipinas’ status are the immigration rules. The domestic helper’s visa is issued only after the employment contract is presented to the immigration authorities in advance of the migrant’s entry into Hong Kong, and is usually valid for two years in accordance with the normal employment term. The helper must leave immediately for her country after the contract expires unless she renews it. If the contract is canceled or terminated before the usual term of two years, the domestic helper can be allowed to enter a new contract with another employer and stay in Hong Kong only when the helper is not found responsible for the cancellation or termination of her contract. Otherwise, she is obliged to leave Hong Kong within two weeks after her contract is terminated. This decision is usually left to the discretion of an individual immigration officer, and very often, as I will explain more precisely later, Filipinas must leave Hong Kong when their contracts are canceled. The domestic helper’s visa, in other words, is designed to be valid only for the period while the migrant is actually working for a specific employer, and to prohibit helpers from changing employers.

In addition, it is generally difficult for Filipinos to get jobs other than domestic work in Hong Kong. In reality, however, Filipinas do not always work as domestic helpers. Some of them are asked to do jobs other than domestic work by employers who have their own business and expect their helpers to work for the business aside from the domestic work. This is a breach of the contract, which is designed only to meet the need for domestic work, but it is actually quite common, especially among the traditional Chinese merchants. Filipinas are often seen engaged in sales work at various stands and shops all over Hong Kong. Some agree to illegal arrangements to engage in totally different jobs within the nominal category of domestic work at the time of contract before they enter Hong Kong. Thus, some Filipinas take secretarial jobs in offices, while others even work as entertainers at bars in the tourist area. These Filipinas often receive a little higher salary than the minimum wage of legal domestic helpers, but it is still much lower than that of Hong Kong residents in the same jobs. In any case, the way is generally closed for Filipinas to take better jobs than domestic work with the same working conditions as Hong Kong residents. This is not only because of the general legal situation, which makes it difficult for a foreigner to get a working visa, but also because of the labor market situation, in which Asian workers from developing countries are basically expected to fulfill the demand for cheap labor and Filipina migrants are mobilized as a versatile labor force in the formal name of domestic helper. Hence, in general, there is little chance for Filipinos to find better job niches where they can enjoy the same level of salary as Hong Kong residents, although there are exceptional cases of professionals or white collar employees working at multinational enterprises.

On the other hand, as I have mentioned, the job of domestic helper has been established almost as an exclusive ethnic niche for the Filipinos. Filipinas are in great demand in this specific job category, and the demand is steadily increasing. This is mainly because of the growing dependence on the labor of foreign domestic helpers on the part of the Hong Kong Chinese, and this is particu-
larly so for nuclear families with both husband and wife working outside the home. A survey report on the Filipina domestic helpers suggests that the majority of their employers, including about 30% of expatriates, are nuclear families in the middle or upper income bracket; more than half are either professionals, skilled workers, or white-collar employees with one or two children; and half of the all employers' households have two income earners [AMWC 1991: 40, 51-52]. These results roughly confirm my observation that double-income office workers in their twenties and thirties tend to depend on the domestic helpers' labor most of all when they need baby-sitters for their children. Since office workers, unlike business owners, have to leave their children while they are at work, they depend on foreign domestic helpers who work almost exclusively as baby-sitters in order to reconcile their double-income life with child-rearing. Some of them even admit that, after a few years of reliance on domestic helpers, they can no longer maintain their life without these helpers. Thus, the demand for Filipina domestic helpers, at least for the time being, seems unlikely to decrease.

Under these legal-economic circumstances, there is actually a clear tendency for the Filipinos to concentrate in the single occupational status of domestic helper in Hong Kong society, which results in an ethnic group consisting almost only of women, the majority of them in their twenties and thirties. This gender-occupational structure naturally affects the image of the Filipinos in the eyes of the host Chinese, which is almost inseparable from one of foreign domestic helpers working at the minimum salary in the Hong Kong labor market. Thus, the Filipinas are generally viewed and categorized by the host Chinese as a group of poor migrants who occupy the lowest socioeconomic status in the hierarchy of Hong Kong society. The anthropological truism also applies here, and the prejudice against an ethnic group is intensified when that group is viewed as comprising people of low economic status [Myrdal 1972: 75]. The Chinese seldom try to develop any personal relationships with the Filipinas who work as domestic helpers beyond the necessary relationship with one of them as an employer. In my research, I could find no Chinese who personally associated with Filipinos aside from being involved as employers, except in the rare cases of Filipinos who are work colleagues of the Chinese and not domestic helpers, or the Chinese-Filipinos who emphasize their Chineseness over their Filipino identity.

Accordingly, the Filipinas also do not generally try to mingle with the Chinese beyond the minimum level necessary to earn their living by working as domestic helpers for specific employers. Most of the Filipina domestic helpers have a weekly day off on Sundays, when they can enjoy their personal activities away from the work domain of their migrants’ life. Many of them go to a church of their chosen denomination, get together with their friends in charge-free public open spaces, and go to a shopping mall where they can buy Philippine products or to other inexpensive supermarkets and department stores. Many gatherings of Filipinas can be seen around churches, inexpensive shopping malls, and big open spaces on their holidays; and it is clear that they never interact with Chinese in their private life. Every church to which Filipinos go is officially said to be open to everyone irrespective of ethnicity or nationality; however, some churches are virtually supported by

10) According to research by the Asian Migrant Workers Centre, as much as 83% of the 1,720 Filipina respondents working as domestic helpers were in their twenties and thirties [AMWC 1991: 11].
entirely Filipino congregations, and many others have English services mainly for non-Chinese, when often the majority of the participants are Filipinas. There are also churches where most of the services are given in Tagalog, and often not only the congregations but also the church people are all Filipinos. In this way, the Filipinas tend to keep to themselves in their activities in the private domain and rarely try to develop any other relationship with the Chinese. Almost all the Filipina helpers whom I interviewed have no Chinese acquaintances beyond the people in the work domain, such as employers and their family members or relatives.

The Filipino-Chinese relationship in Hong Kong, therefore, is the one of mutual segregation in which the two ethnic groups interact only in a specific socioeconomic domain in which they depend on each other from necessity, aside from general interactions such as those between vendors and customers at the market place. In other words, their ethnic relationship involves a boundary which limits the occasions for interaction between the two groups and keeps them away from each other in most of their activity domains. Hence, the one and only significant channel through which interactions occur is their face-to-face relationships as employers and domestic helpers; and, since this is the only channel through which the two ethnic groups interact in their mostly segregated life, the type of relationships they develop within the employer-employee framework inevitably affects their inter-group relationship.

**Employer-Domestic Helper Relationships**

The employer-domestic helper relationship between Chinese and Filipinos is based on inequality that stems from its legal constraints. As I have mentioned, domestic helpers' right to choose their employers is strictly limited by the immigration rules, while employers enjoy the freedom to dismiss their helpers at any time, for virtually any reason. Because of this virtual freedom of employers to cancel their contracts, they can exercise effective control over their helpers by covertly, or sometimes even overtly, threatening dismissal. Needless to say, Filipina migrants have to remit money to support their families in the Philippines. In addition, many of them borrow money from various sources to cover the expenses for the contract before they arrive in Hong Kong. This means that they have strong reasons to try to maintain their work contracts even under unfavorable circumstances. Thus, the employers' right to freely dismiss their helpers tends to make Filipina helpers submissive to their employers and resigned to unfavorable treatment.

The other reason for the advantageous position of employers over their helpers is that the Standard Employment Contract contains no penal clauses for breach of the contract. It is difficult for helpers to control their employers by legal sanctions but, of course, not completely impossible for helpers to protect their right to work; for example, as I have mentioned, domestic helpers can stay

---

11) This extreme mutual segregation is reminiscent of the plural society noted by Furnival in the colonial East Indies [Furnival 1944: 446-447].
12) According to a survey by the Asian Migrant Workers Centre, for example, of the 1,250 Filipina respondents who got jobs through agencies, almost 50% borrowed money from various sources for agency fees. Those who managed to cover their expenses personally only account for some 17% [AMWC 1991: 34].
and work for another employer when their contracts are canceled if they are not responsible for the cancellation. The cases in which helpers are not considered responsible for the termination of their contracts are: (1) financial difficulty on the part of the employer, (2) death of the employer, (3) emigration of the employer to another country, and (4) grave abuse or violation of the contract [Tellez 1993: 61-62]. If the case is judged to fall into one of these categories, the helper is allowed to stay in Hong Kong to take up another contract. However, each case is left to the discretion of an individual immigration officer; and it is often difficult in the most serious cases, such as (4), to prove the employers' abuse or violation of the contract. Therefore, such cases are often handled to the disadvantage of helpers.

One way in which a helper can protect her rights against an employer's breach of the contract is by means of a legal suit. Yet, in that case, the migrant has to support herself without a job during the probably prolonged trial in Hong Kong, which is usually impossible for a Filipina migrant who has no source of income other than that from her employer. However, there are now many NGOs to help and support Filipino and other foreign workers with their litigation, and actually many serious cases have been brought to court. Still, many Filipinas are reluctant to fight their employers, since there is no guarantee of their winning, and tend to be resigned to unfavorable treatment.

Coupled with their disadvantage in regard to an employer's breach of contract, the Filipinas are placed at further disadvantage by the lack of stipulation with regard to the working hours and the type of the work of the domestic helper in the Standard Employment Contract. According to the research by Cheung, almost 50% of Filipina helpers hired by Chinese usually work for 15-16 hours a day, 28.7% for 11-14 hours [Cheung 1992: 15]. Some Filipinas have to do some housekeeping jobs even on their holidays, before going out in the morning and after coming back in the evening. They are even required to do other jobs aside from their domestic work, as I have mentioned in the cases of business-owner employers. Some Filipinas help their employers with the maintenance of products in garment factories, others even work as assistants at Chinese medical clinics, and they still have to do ordinary housekeeping jobs before and after their work.

The other problem with regard to the type of work is that the jobs of baby-sitter and attendant to old people, for which demand is now on the increase, do not clearly fall into the category of domestic work. Since domestic work is not clearly defined in the Standard Employment Contract, tiring care-giving jobs, which otherwise would be costly, tend to be imposed upon foreign domestic helpers whose salary is fixed irrespective of the nature of their work. It is clear that many Filipina helpers working under these hard conditions with many duties feel that they are overworked. Cheung, who conducted research on the attitudes of Western and Chinese employers toward Filipina helpers, for example, reports that 35.5% of the Filipina respondents working for Chinese feel that they are treated like working machines and not as humans by their employers [ibid.: 19].

In my research, Chinese employers who treat Filipina helpers harshly emphasize that they do not believe in their helpers' ability to work, and are always trying to set them one task after another so they do not evade work. These employers treat their helpers in an oppressive way in accordance with their prejudices and biased image of Filipina helpers. And this is often countered by helpers with cold obedience on the surface, which results in a tense relationship with potential
hostility.

These hostile relationships, however, do not tend to last long. The employers who do not trust Filipina helpers' ability tend to change their helpers quickly, and their domestic helpers also sometimes refuse to renew their contracts even when their employers wish it. Filipinas who think themselves over-exploited by their Chinese employers might even sacrifice their benefits and resign before the usual term. Sometimes Filipinas can even place sanctions against employers whom they consider too harsh or exploitative. In one such case, a woman employer was not able to find a new domestic helper because of her bad reputation as a harsh employer among the Filipinas. This employer lived in a condominium for middle class families where most of the residents hire at least one Filipina helper. After her first domestic helper resigned, thinking that she was over-worked from taking care of the baby, her bad reputation quickly spread among the Filipinas in the condominium, who discouraged every candidate who appeared for an interview with the employer from signing a contract with her.\textsuperscript{13} The Filipinas' well-developed communication network hindered an employer whom they regarded as their common enemy from hiring a new Filipina helper through direct negotiation. Generally, it is becoming more widely recognized that over-exploitative attitudes on the part of the employers do not bring much benefit in the long run. Chinese employers seeking relatively long-term relationships with their helpers are aware of the importance of mutual trust, and tend to seek symbiotic relationships with their Filipina helpers.

Contrary to the exploitative attitude of some Chinese employers, others are more conscious of the human rights of foreign domestic workers and try to treat their Filipina helpers as humanely as possible. Many of these employers are professionals and managerial class office workers with university education. Although Cheung concludes that Chinese employers are less conscious of the human rights of their domestic helpers than Western employers from the results of his research \textit{[ibid.]}, it appears from my research that many educated Chinese in the twenties and thirties are becoming more concerned with human rights.

Among these well-educated Chinese couples, it is common for both spouses to have a career;
and they are the ones who depend most on the labor of Filipina helpers as baby-sitters because of their continual need to reconcile their careers and child-rearing. In interviews, some of these employers even voiced somewhat guilty feelings about the practice of hiring foreign migrants as cheap labor, although they know that they have to depend on it in order to maintain their way of life. Partially to alleviate their guilty consciences, these employers try to treat their domestic helpers as much as possible as their equals according to their belief in human rights.

Besides their consciences, there is another reason for these employers to try to keep good relationships with their domestic helpers. It is common for those who have their helpers take care of their children to give top priority to their children's benefit in choosing their domestic helpers. To these employers, the helpers' quality as good baby-sitters matters most. Most of these employers reply that they do not wish to have a helper who cannot look after or get along with their children even if she is well qualified for other jobs, and, actually, some employers have either canceled or not renewed their contracts with their helpers for these reasons. On the other hand, many employers admit that they wish to continue to employ their helpers if their ability as babysitters is satisfactory, even when they are not necessarily so able in other jobs. In fact, some reply that they have renewed contracts with helpers because the helpers had been good to their children or their children had liked them very much, although they themselves did not highly evaluate the helpers' ability in housekeeping work. In this sense, the substitutability of foreign domestic helpers as cheap labor is somewhat reduced for these employers, and they tend to keep their relationships with specific domestic helpers once they find them trustworthy as care-takers of their children. At this point, it is in the employers' interest as well as the domestic helpers' to establish stable employment relationships for the purpose of sustaining their career and family life with the aid of domestic helpers to whom they can entrust the care of their children. To establish stable relationships, these employers try to develop mutual trust with their helpers by treating them well. Thus, there is a tendency for the employer-helper relationship to be adjusted to become more nearly equal and symbiotic.

Family Ideology and Employer-Domestic Helper Relationship

The way employers treat their helpers as their equals generally takes the form of treating them as a member of the family. This is because most Chinese employers, at least all of them I interviewed, invariably believe in family ideology as the basis of human equality. Hence, they also believe that they should extend and apply this equality principle to their treatment of domestic helpers if they wish to build stable, friendly relationships with them. Thus, for example, these employers generally prefer to eat the same menu together with their helpers at the same table, especially at dinner, rather than having their helpers serve while they eat. This is different in meaning from the similar practice among some Chinese merchants of having meals together with their employees for the simple purpose of saving time and trouble. These employers try to show that they do not intend to discriminate between helper and family but accept the helper as one of the family. Similarly, many of them always have their helpers join them for a casual dinner at a restaurant with their
extended families, and some invite their helpers to join their family for recreations such as picnics, or outings to the beach or the aquarium. Others celebrate their helpers’ birthdays with a special dinner at a restaurant, as they do for their family members. Some even extend their friendship to their domestic helpers’ families in the Philippines, and let their helpers go home with a message and gifts; others even start correspondence with their helpers’ parents.

All of these forms of behavior by employers represent their intention as much as possible to realize equal relationships with their domestic helpers by accepting their helpers into their own family circles. Filipina helpers generally appreciate their employers’ friendly, familial attitude, and are willing to continue working for their employers upon request. They also tend to be more content with their working conditions, even though the salary involved is the same as elsewhere, when they think their employers are good to them. In this sense, the relationship between the employer and the domestic helper seems to be made more relaxed and stable by the genial attitude of the employer. On the other hand, it also involves the difficulty that an equal relationship ultimately contradicts the basis of the employer-employee relationship as one between the supervisor and subordinate, which inevitably requires control and subordination for specific purposes. This is particularly so when the employer-employee relationship basically involves inequality in regard to legal rights, and is never an equal contract between the two parties on the same footing.

Contrary to their intentions, employers’ efforts to bring their relationships with domestic helpers as close as possible to equal ones can disturb the stability of the primary framework of employment relations. One such extreme example which I came across in my research is a case of Chinese sisters who all had career jobs. They declared that they would treat their domestic helper as much as possible as their own sister and acted accordingly. They sympathized with their helper, who had had to give up her career as a nurse in the Philippines for a more profitable job as domestic helper in Hong Kong in order to support her family; and they were well aware that she was more than qualified for domestic work by her educational and occupational background. They respected her knowledge and experience as a nurse and let her take a lead in the health management of the family by following her instructions. She first appreciated her employers’ treatment as “considerate,” but gradually she became frustrated that she could only do the housekeeping jobs in the “family” and that she could never enjoy the same chance to follow a career as the rest of the “family” members in Hong Kong society. From her frustration, she began to complain and blame her employers about “unfair” treatment, charging that they would never treat her as their real sister despite their long relationship. After this trouble, the employers and the domestic helper could no longer maintain their relationship.

A gap between employer and helper over the definition and interpretation of their relationship can arise when the employer’s attempt to realize an equal, friendly relationship with the domestic helper goes too far for the primary order of their employment relationship to be maintained. Employers need to keep basic control over their helpers no matter how genial their relationships become if they wish to maintain, and not to endanger, the primary framework of the employer-employee relationship.

If employers’ treatment of helpers as family members can disturb the stability of their em-
ployment relationships, employers' attempt to establish stable, friendly relationships with their helpers by this means would seem to be counterproductive. Nevertheless, Chinese employers' general belief in the quasi-familial relationship as an equality model persists, which tends to put them in a dilemma between their beliefs and their need to control their helpers.

There seems to be a general pattern in the ways in which Chinese employers try to solve this dilemma: they do not give up the family ideology but rather try to find a way to reconcile it with the necessary control. When the equality rule involved in the family ideology is in conflict with the employer's authority over the employee, the need arises for some device for the employer to avoid this conflict and keep control over the helper. For this purpose, employers tend to apply the seniority principle in the family to their relationships with helpers, giving the junior roles to their helpers and taking the senior roles themselves. The role differentiation of employers from their helpers in their quasi-familial relationships appears in the ways that employers explain their relations with helpers: employers on good terms with their helpers often compare them to their juniors by referring to them as being "just like my real daughter" or "almost my younger sister." It is significant that employers explaining their good relationships with helpers always compare the helpers to juniors and never to seniors such as mothers or elder sisters. The seniority rule in the family allows employers indirect control over their helpers through the family norm by which the junior member is expected to respect and spontaneously defer to the senior. Thus, employers can exert their authority and power as employers without particularly applying direct control, by emphasizing the junior status of the helpers in the family.

The junior roles expected of domestic helpers coincide with their actually being younger than their employers in most cases. The majority of Filipina domestic helpers are in their twenties and early thirties, while their Chinese employers tend to be older, having accordingly higher income levels and occupational status, which enable them to employ domestic helpers. Even in those cases in which the helpers are older than their employers, it is interesting that the employers still try to sustain a quasi-familial relationship as the basis of control. Typically, the focus is shifted such that the significant family relationship is defined not by the helpers' age relative to their employers but by their senior status in relation to the employers' children. This kind of shift commonly arises when a young Chinese couple with a small child need a helper as a baby-sitter. In such cases, the significant family norm in the employers' discourse shifts from the obligations of the junior toward the senior member in the family to those of the senior toward the junior. The age difference between employer and helper is played down, and the fact that the helper is older than the employer's child is emphasized. Hence, the helper is supposed to play the role of a senior toward the child, such as "elder sister" or "aunt," and she has both to take good care of and set a good example to her junior.

In effect, employers try to keep control over their helpers by utilizing and manipulating family ideology in accordance with the situation, no matter whether helpers are younger or older than themselves. Most Chinese employers recognize the need to treat their helpers as one of their own family in order to make their relationships closer to those of equals, not only from the point of view of strategy for stable employment but also from that of morality for better relationships. On the other hand, differences in status and the existence of authority in the family are generally accepted.
without argument and are not regarded as conflictive with the general equality rule in society. Therefore, there is room for employers to exercise indirect control over their helpers by manipulating the helpers’ acceptance of hierarchy in the family. Employers try to reconcile their need for control over their helpers with the intention to make their relationships with helpers mutually beneficial by changing their control from a direct, formal type to an indirect, familialistic, and hence moralistic one.

Family Ideology, Patron-Clientship, and Chain Migration

In this way, as the familialistic ideology is applied to employer-helper relationships, they begin to acquire the tint of a patron-clientship. Partly, this is a natural consequence of the employers’ moralistic control over their helpers based on family ideology, since it requires employers to become more concerned with their helpers’ personal life as well as their job achievements. Because they exercise moralistic control, employers inevitably become more involved in their helpers’ personal matters and sometimes take care of them in times of trouble. The patron-client relationship appears most clearly in the paternalistic measures employers sometimes take in dealing with their helpers’ personal troubles. A typical example is the case of an employer who noticed her helper’s trouble with debt, gave the helper an advance on her salary to repay the loan company and renewed her contract so that she could keep working in Hong Kong until she had repaid all her debt. This employer could have terminated the helper’s contract on the grounds of incautious behavior, but instead decided to help her out of the trouble. According to the employer, she took this paternalistic measure because of the helper’s contribution to her family and, especially, her devotion to her child, ever since she began working for her.

Paternalistic treatment of helpers by employers has a clear effect on their relationships: helpers come to owe their employers “utang na loob,” internal debts [Hollnsteiner 1970] for personal favors beyond their general obligations as employers. This obliges helpers to be more loyal, for they do not have any resource other than loyalty with which they can reciprocate employers’ favors. Thus, helpers become closely tied to employers even in their informal, personal relations to them by being involved in the reciprocity of favors and loyalty. This reciprocity, in effect, serves to sustain the employers’ superior and helpers’ subordinate positions and reinforce the employers’ control over their helpers. As has been explicated in the exchange theory, the norm of reciprocity that demands equal exchange on the one hand only confirms and intensifies the already existing inequality in terms of resources and power between the two parties [Blau 1964: 26, 28–29]; the positions of the employer as supervisor and the helper as subordinate are also fixed and stabilized in their unequal exchanges, where the helper can only offer her loyalty in return for the employer’s paternalistic favors.

Not only does the patron-clientship reinforce the employer-helper relationship, it can also reproduce it by duplicating itself through personal introductions of helper candidates to prospective employers. A Chinese looking for a domestic helper and a Filipina seeking employment usually find each other through either a private agency or a mutual acquaintance. The personal introduction,
when it is possible, is usually preferred both by employers and helpers because both of them can save the placement fees and other expenses charged by an agency. The proportion of contract placements by these two means, according to the survey conducted by the Asian Migrant Workers Centre in 1989, is about 70% by private agencies and 30% by personal introductions, out of 1,720 cases [AMWC 1991: 28]. It is not certain whether this proportion has changed since then, although the total number of Filipina domestic helpers has almost doubled since 1990. However, it is reasonable to expect that placements by agencies are increasing, as the demand for helpers has skyrocketed and many more new migrants are being introduced to this job niche. On the other hand, personal introductions can also be expected to become more common as the number of long-term or repeated migrants to Hong Kong increases, for they are familiar with the employment systems and probably have more sources of information. In the case of personal introduction, mutual trust between the Chinese and Filipinos concerned is necessary since they have to vouch for the people whom they introduce to each other. An employer and helper who enjoy mutual trust in their stable patron-client relationship, therefore, tend to work as a nexus in a network of personal introductions of helper candidates to prospective employers. Several other employer-helper couples are often observed around such a core couple who have helped them find each other. These introduction networks spread randomly along the lines of kinship networks of both the employer and helper; thus, several employer-helper couples are often established among the kin of one employer-helper couple who have worked as go-betweens for the rest of them. The patron-clientship between the employer and helper thus serves as a migration chain which facilitates successive influxes of Filipina migrants and canalizes them into the occupational niche of domestic helpers in Hong Kong.

Effects on Ethnic Relations: A Comparison with Filipina Entertainers in Japan

If the Chinese employer-Filipina domestic helper relationship tends to develop into a patron-clientship which works as a migration chain for many other Filipina migrants, what are the effects of the patron-clientship on the ethnic relations between Chinese and Filipinos in Hong Kong, and how, conversely, do their ethnic relations affect the life of Filipina migrants in general?

As explained in the last chapter, the patron-clientship reinforces and even multiplies employer-domestic helper relations between Chinese and Filipinos through the personal, informal commitments implied in it. At the same time, these commitments also serve to restrain the development of other relationships by sustaining the existing ones of employer-helper between the two groups.

On the other hand, inter-ethnic contacts through one channel of formal relations sometimes develop other informal relationships and open up a new channel of contact between the two groups. Thus, even when there is a firm boundary which limits channels of inter-group contacts, there is still a chance for new relationships to branch off from existing ones through very limited contacts. The new relationships which develop from the old ones in this way can, in turn, affect the ethnic relations of the two groups and give them another aspect.

In the case of ethnic relations between Filipinos and Japanese in Japan, where the majority of
Filipinos are women migrants working as entertainers,14) the only significant channel of inter-group contact is the relationships between Filipinas and Japanese men as entertainers and customers. As with the Filipina domestic helpers in Hong Kong, jobs as entertainers are almost the only occupational niche for Filipinos in Japan. There also seems to be a firm ethnic boundary between the Filipinos and Japanese. Interactions between the two groups are limited almost entirely to those between Filipina entertainers and their Japanese employers, co-workers, and customers in the work domain. The most significant relationships among these are those of entertainers and customers, in which informal, personal interactions between Filipinas and Japanese can be initiated. The personal interactions between the entertainer and customer often lead to friendship or sometimes even to marriage. In effect, the Filipina migration to Japan, begun in the early 1980s, has resulted in more than 20,000 marriages between Filipinas and Japanese,15) and the arrival of more than 100,000 Filipina migrants.

In the Japanese case, personal, informal interactions between the Filipina entertainer and Japanese customer can yield another relationship such as friendship, which can completely change their formal relationship as entertainer and customer to one of wife and husband. In other words,

14) My discussion here on Filipino-Japanese ethnic relations is based on my observations during preliminary research in Japan in 1993 and 1994. The precise number of Filipina entertainers in Japan is not necessarily easy to grasp in statistics. In order to estimate their number, two sets of official statistics are available: one is the data based on alien registration, which is obligatory for all foreign residents who stay over 90 days in Japan; the other is the number of legal migrants based on the records of the Immigration Bureau. The problem with the former figure, in trying to get the actual number of Filipina entertainers, is that it does not reflect the number of short-term visitors, expected to leave within 90 days, most of who come as tourists, which actually includes a large number of illegal Filipina entertainers. And the latter should be considered as the total number of Filipinos who entered Japan within a given year rather than the actual Filipino population resident in Japan. For 1994, the former records the total number of registered Filipinos in Japan as 85,968, of which women constitute almost 87% (74,805) (Zairyugaikokujin Tokei (Foreign Residents Statistics) 1995, Japan Immigration Association); and the latter gives a figure of 126,739, of which women represent about 80% (101,709) (Annual Report of Statistics on Legal Migrants (ARSLM) 1995, Judicial System and Research Department). Therefore, the number of Filipinas who actually stayed in Japan in 1994 must fall somewhere between 74,805 and 101,709. The difficulty in discerning the exact number of entertainers among these women is that, firstly, there is no figure indicating the number of Filipina women by visa category in ARSLM and the only available figures are the numbers of Filipino nationals including both sexes by visa category; secondly, Filipinas working as entertainers are also included in categories other than the official category of “entertainer” in ARSLM. Thus, it is estimated that, aside from most of those who came with entertainers’ visas (53,996, including both sexes), a considerable portion of the temporary visitors (32,105, including both sexes) and some of those who came under the category of spouse or child of Japanese national and permanent resident (26,664, including both sexes) constitute the population of entertainers in the year of 1994 (ibid.).

15) Due to the lack of official records, exact data on the number of the marriages between Filipinas and Japanese men are available only from 1992. According to the limited data, however, marriages between Filipinas and Japanese men outnumber all the other international marriage patterns among the Japanese for the past three years, accounting for 5,771 marriages in 1992, 6,394 in 1993, and 5,999 in 1994 (Vital Statistics 1993, 1994, 1995, Ministry of Health and Welfare). For years earlier than 1992, we can only refer to the number of “certificates of legal capacity to marry” issued by the Japanese Embassy in Manila, which are pre-requisite for the issue of a marriage license for Japanese citizens marrying Filipino nationals in the Philippines. These data do not include marriages that took place in Japan, but they give some idea of the growing number of marriages.
the friendship that emerges from the relationship between entertainer and customer can serve to
deny and change the very relationship from which it has branched off. Thus, through one open
channel, there is a chance for a new dimension of relationships to develop between two ethnic
groups separated by a firm boundary, which in effect multiplies the limited channels between the two
groups.

In the Hong Kong case, on the contrary, the patron-clientship does not serve to yield other
relationships. Although it develops from the formal relationship of employer and helper, it sustains
the employer-helper relationship by overlapping it and hinders the emergence of other relationships.
Thus, the chance for new channels to develop between Chinese and Filipinos is very limited, in spite
of increasing interactions between the two groups through the existing channel of relations as
employer and helper with the growing influx of Filipina migrants to Hong Kong. Hence, the ethnic
boundary between Chinese and Filipinos, which keeps them apart by limiting the chance of inter­
group contacts, persists despite the rapidly increasing interactions between the two ethnic groups.

The effects of such ethnic relations between the Chinese and Filipinos on the life of Filipina
migrants are, therefore, considered to be as follows. In addition to the general difficulty for
Filipinos to find other niches than in the occupational status of domestic helper, there is little chance
for them to develop other relations with the host Chinese within their limited interaction channel
even after they have stayed for some time in Hong Kong. Ways for them to change their status or
achieve upward mobility are virtually closed, and Filipina migrants tend to be fixed in the same
socioeconomic status of domestic helper no matter how long they have stayed in Hong Kong. In
this way, the Filipina migration to Hong Kong tends to be kept in the stage of recurrent or circular
migration and does not develop to that of immigration or settlement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Issued Number of Certificates of Legal Capacity to Marry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>1,732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>3,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>4,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>4,180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>4,503</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The Japanese Embassy in the Philippines

As a result of the increasing number of international marriages, as of 1994, the number of Filipinos
categorized as spouse or child of a Japanese national and permanent resident has grown to 36,653, which
makes them the second biggest group next to the Brazilians (41%) in the same category, representing
about 15% of all (Zairyugakokujin Tokai (Foreign Residents Statistics) 1995, Japan Immigration
Association). There are also many Filipinas who cannot be legally married to their Japanese partners
because divorce is not legal in the Philippines, and thus the actual number of Filipina wives is higher than it
appears in the statistics. On the process by which Filipino women and Japanese men come to get married,
the report based on the true-life stories by Megumi Hisada provides a lively image of such couples,
although her descriptions are somewhat affected by a journalistic bias [Hisada 1989].
Conclusion

From the foregoing discussions, it can be concluded that a relationship between a Filipina helper and Chinese employer tends to attain stability when it acquires a tint of quasi-familial relationship. It effectively relieves tensions inherent in the employment relationship by transforming the business-like atmosphere into a more genial one, but still enables employers to control helpers indirectly by manipulating seniority rules in the family ideology. It is considered by Chinese employers to be not only useful as a strategy for control but also essential in order to build a humane relationship with their helpers; for a family is believed to be a basic model for peace and human equality. The quasi-familial relationship is thus sustained by Chinese morality as well, and generally preferred by both employers and helpers.

An employer-helper relationship, by acquiring a quasi-familial atmosphere, leads to a patron-clientship in which both parties are united with each other by a personalized tie of obligations beyond that of a mere contract. It obliges employers to grant their helpers more favors than they should as employer, and helpers to reciprocate by showing more loyalty than they should as domestic helper. The patron-clientship does not drastically change an employer-helper relation based on contract, but reinforces it by adding personal dimensions to their commitment. It serves to sustain their contract by adding mutual trust to their relationship.

By achieving a stable relationship based on mutual trust, the patron-clientship tends to become a nexus in a network of personal introductions of helper candidates to prospective employers, and to facilitate the influx of Filipina migrants into Hong Kong society by channeling them into new job openings for domestic helpers. In other words, employer-helper relationships duplicate themselves easily by transforming into patron-clientships, which, in effect, induce chain migration of Filipinas domestic helpers to Hong Kong.

In this paper, I have tried to present one example of an emergent ethnic relationship directly caused by migration and its effect in turn on migration pattern, by reference to the relationship of one Southeast Asian group with another people in the contemporary context. Ethnic relations take various forms according to the equilibrium point they find between the two poles of conflict and symbiosis, and not only the form but also the process by which it develops varies from one case to another since each case has its own unique conditions and situation. These processes deserve more attention, for they provide vital clues to the understanding of different ethnic relations and migration patterns.
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